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All of these characters are intended for compatibility with character cell graphic sets in use prior to 1990.

**Light and heavy solid lines**
- 2500 BOX DRAWINGS LIGHT HORIZONTAL = Videotex Mosaic DG 15
- 2501 BOX DRAWINGS HEAVY HORIZONTAL
- 2502 BOX DRAWINGS LIGHT VERTICAL = Videotex Mosaic DG 14
- 2503 BOX DRAWINGS HEAVY VERTICAL

**Light and heavy dashed lines**
- 2504 BOX DRAWINGS LIGHT TRIPLE DASH HORIZONTAL
- 2505 BOX DRAWINGS HEAVY TRIPLE DASH HORIZONTAL
- 2506 BOX DRAWINGS LIGHT TRIPLE DASH VERTICAL
- 2507 BOX DRAWINGS HEAVY TRIPLE DASH VERTICAL
- 2508 BOX DRAWINGS LIGHT QUADRUPLE DASH HORIZONTAL
- 2509 BOX DRAWINGS HEAVY QUADRUPLE DASH HORIZONTAL
- 250A BOX DRAWINGS LIGHT QUADRUPLE DASH VERTICAL
- 250B BOX DRAWINGS HEAVY QUADRUPLE DASH VERTICAL

**Light and heavy line box components**
- 250C BOX DRAWINGS LIGHT DOWN AND RIGHT = Videotex Mosaic DG 16
- 250D BOX DRAWINGS DOWN LIGHT AND RIGHT HEAVY
- 250E BOX DRAWINGS DOWN HEAVY AND RIGHT LIGHT
- 250F BOX DRAWINGS HEAVY DOWN AND RIGHT
- 2510 BOX DRAWINGS LIGHT DOWN AND LEFT = Videotex Mosaic DG 17
- 2511 BOX DRAWINGS DOWN LIGHT AND LEFT HEAVY
- 2512 BOX DRAWINGS DOWN HEAVY AND LEFT LIGHT
- 2513 BOX DRAWINGS HEAVY DOWN AND LEFT
- 2514 BOX DRAWINGS LIGHT UP AND RIGHT = Videotex Mosaic DG 18
- 2515 BOX DRAWINGS UP LIGHT AND RIGHT HEAVY
- 2516 BOX DRAWINGS UP HEAVY AND RIGHT LIGHT
- 2517 BOX DRAWINGS HEAVY UP AND RIGHT
- 2518 BOX DRAWINGS LIGHT UP AND LEFT = Videotex Mosaic DG 19
- 2519 BOX DRAWINGS UP LIGHT AND LEFT HEAVY
- 251A BOX DRAWINGS UP HEAVY AND LEFT LIGHT
- 251B BOX DRAWINGS HEAVY UP AND LEFT
- 251C BOX DRAWINGS LIGHT VERTICAL AND RIGHT = Videotex Mosaic DG 20
- 251D BOX DRAWINGS VERTICAL LIGHT AND RIGHT HEAVY = Videotex Mosaic DG 03
- 251E BOX DRAWINGS UP HEAVY AND RIGHT DOWN LIGHT
- 251F BOX DRAWINGS DOWN HEAVY AND RIGHT UP LIGHT
- 2520 BOX DRAWINGS VERTICAL HEAVY AND RIGHT LIGHT
- 2521 BOX DRAWINGS DOWN LIGHT AND RIGHT UP HEAVY
- 2522 BOX DRAWINGS UP LIGHT AND RIGHT DOWN HEAVY
- 2523 BOX DRAWINGS HEAVY VERTICAL AND RIGHT
- 2524 BOX DRAWINGS LIGHT VERTICAL AND LEFT HEAVY = Videotex Mosaic DG 21
- 2525 BOX DRAWINGS VERTICAL LIGHT AND LEFT HEAVY = Videotex Mosaic DG 04
- 2526 BOX DRAWINGS UP HEAVY AND LEFT DOWN LIGHT
- 2527 BOX DRAWINGS DOWN HEAVY AND LEFT UP LIGHT
- 2528 BOX DRAWINGS VERTICAL HEAVY AND LEFT UP LIGHT
- 2529 BOX DRAWINGS DOWN LIGHT AND LEFT UP HEAVY
- 252A BOX DRAWINGS UP LIGHT AND LEFT DOWN HEAVY
- 252B BOX DRAWINGS HEAVY VERTICAL AND LEFT
- 252C BOX DRAWINGS LIGHT DOWN AND HORIZONTAL HEAVY = Videotex Mosaic DG 22
- 252D BOX DRAWINGS LEFT HEAVY AND RIGHT DOWN LIGHT
- 252E BOX DRAWINGS RIGHT HEAVY AND LEFT DOWN LIGHT
- 252F BOX DRAWINGS DOWN LIGHT AND HORIZONTAL HEAVY = Videotex Mosaic DG 02
- 2530 BOX DRAWINGS DOWN HEAVY AND HORIZONTAL LIGHT
- 2531 BOX DRAWINGS RIGHT LIGHT AND LEFT DOWN HEAVY
- 2532 BOX DRAWINGS LEFT LIGHT AND RIGHT DOWN HEAVY
- 2533 BOX DRAWINGS HEAVY DOWN AND HORIZONTAL
- 2534 BOX DRAWINGS LIGHT UP AND HORIZONTAL = Videotex Mosaic DG 23
- 2535 BOX DRAWINGS LEFT UP AND HORIZONTAL
- 2536 BOX DRAWINGS RIGHT HEAVY AND RIGHT UP LIGHT
- 2537 BOX DRAWINGS UP LIGHT AND LEFT UP LIGHT
- 2538 BOX DRAWINGS UP HEAVY AND HORIZONTAL HEAVY = Videotex Mosaic DG 01
- 2539 BOX DRAWINGS UP HEAVY AND HORIZONTAL LIGHT
- 253A BOX DRAWINGS RIGHT LIGHT AND LEFT UP HEAVY
- 253B BOX DRAWINGS LEFT LIGHT AND RIGHT UP HEAVY
- 253C BOX DRAWINGS LIGHT UP AND HORIZONTAL
- 253D BOX DRAWINGS LEFT HEAVY AND RIGHT VERTICAL LIGHT
- 253E BOX DRAWINGS RIGHT HEAVY AND LEFT VERTICAL LIGHT
- 253F BOX DRAWINGS VERTICAL LIGHT AND HORIZONTAL HEAVY = Videotex Mosaic DG 13
- 2540 BOX DRAWINGS UP HEAVY AND DOWN HORIZONTAL LIGHT